Ormoyveien 47
N-4085 HundvAg, Norway

April 1 5,2016
ASIJ Board of Directors & Board of Trustees
(open letter)
Attn.: Chair Brian Johnson
1-1-1 Nomizu, Chofu-shi,
Tokyo 182-A$1, Japan
Dear Mr. Johnson:
ln follow-up to my letter to the ASIJ boards of 02.04.2016, there was an important issue
that I inadvertently omitted in the Appendix C list of the failures of the Ropes and Gray
report. Please have the boards also consider this information in their handling of my
letter as it may require timely action vis-a-vis the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges, the school's accrediting body.
On 01 .12.2012, I wrote to Head of School Ed Ladd with four points that ASIJ needed to
address and take action in the follow-up of the Moyer case, including whether the
school was fulfilling its obligations to report to its accrediting bodies about the sexual
abuse and to implement their recommendations. Mr. Ladd did not reply to me on this
issue (ref. Appendix B, items 5-6 in my letter of April 2).

Therefore, I provided a copy of my 01J22A12 mail to Ropes and Gray and informed
them in interviews that the school had not answered me and that this issue needed
attention in their investigation.
ln addition , in a20.10.2014 mail to Ropes and Gray, I included the following in a list of
39 questions that R&G were requested to raise with the school and include in their
reporting:

8.

ln an e-mail to Mr. Ladd on Dec. 1 ,2012,1 raised four issues that the
school should address and for which it should take necessary remedial
action. was the board provided copies of these four points?

10.

The third issue raised in the Dec. 1 e-mailwas "Has the school fulfilled its
obligations to report to its accrediting bodies and to implement their
recommendations?" ASIJ is accredited today by the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC).

a)

ln response to this challenge, did the administration and the
board give serious attention as to whether all obligations have been
met towards accrediting bodies?

b)

What concrete actions resulted?

c)

lf an accredited WASC school becomes aware of sexual
abuse of students by a faculty member, how is it required to report
this to the WASC?

d)

Since the time that Moyer's sexual abuse was first reported
to the ASIJ administration, what has been reported to the WASC
and any other relevant accrediting bodies on this issue?

e)

What particular actions have the accrediting bodies required
or recommended for the school as a result of this reporting?

0
g)

What has the school done to implement these actions?

Has the school been in violation of its responsibilities towards
its accrediting bodies in connection with sexual abuse issues?

Ropes and Gray's investigative report omitted any mention of my 01 122012 mail to the
Head of School or the very relevant questions that I sent to R&G on 20.10.2A14 $ef .
Appendix C, item 10 in my letter of April 2).

An additional point for the school to investigate is whether the fact that ASIJ had no
sexual abuse policy before 2004 was ever flagged by WASC. ls that not a natural
requirement that a responsible accrediting body would need to raise in their periodic
renewal process?
I respectfully request that the directors and trustees give full consideration to these
questions and to the other unanswered questions in my letter to Ropes and Gray of
20.10.2A14.
Best regards,

A"d'/? 4*t'-"1David R. Bruns

ASIJ Class of 1968
bcc:

